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TOGETHER IN EXPO 2015 - THE EDUCATIONAL CONTEST
The Ministry of Education, University and Research, announces the educational contest “TIE2015”, as part of 
the TOGETHER IN EXPO 2015 initiatives.
The competition is open to Italian and foreign schools and invites students to elaborate a storytelling - in a 
shared way, based on twinning - of their experience on the theme “Feeding the Planet, Energy for Life”. 
Students from different countries, working together, can create a multimedia narrative that summarizes and 
collects different points of view. A few examples: 

 - present a topic of their choice: food, technology, sustainability based on EXPO Milano 2015; 
 - tell their own identity through food and compare it with that of other countries; 
 - interpret the theme of the future of food according to a focus of their choice: technology, innovation, 

sustainability, equality, quality production, difference between the north and south of the world; 
 - express their opinion on the issue of environmental sustainability and food industries. 

The MISSIONS that are presented inside the COMMUNITY of TIE2015, enable and facilitate the exchange of 
ideas and testimonies among students on the key issues EXPO Milano 2015, while also fostering the formation 
of teams that can join forces to participate in the educational contest. 
In addition, participating in the MISSIONS allows school teams to earn a credit, that will be taken into account 
when evaluating the elaborate sent for the contest.

RULES

ART. 1 
Recipients 
The competition is open to students of Italian and foreign schools that decide to join in a twinning. 
Groups must be formed by teams from at least two different countries. 

ART. 2 
How to participate 
1. Registration on the portal TOGETHER IN EXPO 2015 and activation of one team, the one with which you want 
to participate in the contest. 
2. Identification of a team (or of multiple teams), both Italian and foreign, with which to work jointly (on and off 
line) on the implementation of a multimedia storytelling, developed around the theme of EXPO Milano 2015 
“Feeding the Planet, Energy for Life”.
3. Identification, made by the various teams who have decided to work together for the contest, of a team leader 
who will have the task of loading the submission and manage communications with the Editorial management 
of TIE2015 (community@togetherinexpo2015.it) 
4.  Development of a multimedia storytelling in the form of a “digital-tale”, integrating different languages, 
bringing into play a series of skills: writing, technological skills and artistic sensibility (for technical 
specifications, please see art. 3); 
5. Filling, no later than March 30, 2015, in the online form on the website of TIE2015 (active from the end of 
October 2014) with the data of all participating teams, made   by the teacher of the leading team. The submission 
of the “digital tale” must be done at the same time, and must include the following data:

 - Presentation of the digital-tale in an abstract (max 500 characters) in the native languages   of all the 
participating classes and in English, 
 - title 
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 - links, if any
 - minimum one evocative image of the project (size 700 x 500 pixels). 

ART. 3 
Technical characteristics of the submissions
Classes are free to create their own multimedia storytelling using text, images and / or digital photos, video 
submissions, audio and / or animations, images and / or analogical photographs appropriately digitized, using 
the softwares that they feel are most appropriate. 

 - All materials must resonate with the most popular operating systems (Microsoft Windows, Apple Mac OS 
X, etc..). 
 - Entries can be produced in the following formats: ppt, pptx, doc, docx, pdf, etc .; videos and / or animations 

should be produced in one of the following formats: MOV, MPEG4, AVI, WMV, FLV; audio files must be 
produced in mp3 format. 
 - The overall size of the submission must not be over 30 Mb in the case of videos / animations, and not over 

5 Mb for all other types of allowed formats 
Moreover, the contribution must not use of photographic, audio, or video material protected by copyright, and 
for which authorization of usage is not provided. When using textual contributions written by third parties, the 
source must always be quoted. 
For more info on the ways and methods to work with digital tools, please visit the DIGITAL PILLS section on 
TIE2015’s website.

ART. 4 
Evaluation 
A qualified jury, specially constituted by representatives of the Italian Ministry of Education, EXPO Milano 2015, 
Padiglione and including experts in nutrition, education and communication, will evaluate the entries and 
announce the winners at its unique discretion by the end of April 2015. 

ART. 5 
Evaluation Criteria 
Entries will be judged based on the following criteria: 

 - originality of the proposed content 
 - creativity and use of multimedia languages 
 - harmony and integration of the contributions of the different involved classes

credit earned through participating in the MISSIONS 

ART. 6 
Awards 
Winners are invited to experience first hand the experience of EXPO Milano 2015. 
Nine winners will be selected on a par, three for each grade of school. 
A delegation of students from these schools, will finally have the chance to meet live, in the context of EXPO 
Milano 2015 and, after the digital twinning experience powered by TIE2015, will get to know each other directly, 
thereby demonstrating the value of friendship and sharing. 
All classes who will send a submission, will receive a “Certificate of Participation”. 
All “digital tales” submitted for the contest, will be published in a special section of the site TIE2015. 

ART. 7 
Privacy and disclaimer 
Submitted works will not be returned and will remain at disposal of the Italian Ministry of Education, University 
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and Research who has the right to produce teaching or informative materials using all the materials submitted 
for the contest, without paying any remuneration or compensation to the authors. 
Submitted works could be posted on the website of the Italian Ministry of Education, as well as used for the 
realization of educational and informative exhibitions and events. Submitting a work for the contest, implies 
the possession of all the rights linked to the work itself and raises the Ministry of Education, University and 
Research from all liability, costs and expenses of any nature, which may be incurred due to the content of the 
work. 
All submitted works must be accompanied by the consent to the processing of personal data, pursuant to 
Legislative Decree no. Jun. 30, 2003, n. 196.


